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ABSTRACT
An ability to understand the outputs of data analysis is
a key characteristic of data literacy and the inclusion of
data visualisations is ubiquitous in the output of modern
data analysis. Several aspects still remain unresolved, how-
ever, on the question of choosing data visualisations that
lead viewers to an optimal interpretation of data, especially
when audiences have differing degrees of data literacy. In
this paper we describe a user study on perception from data
visualisations, in which we measured the ability of partici-
pants to validate statements about the distributions of data
samples visualised using different chart types. We find that
histograms are the most suitable chart type for illustrating
the distribution of values for a variable. We contrast our
findings with previous research in the field, and posit three
main issues identified from the study. Most notably, how-
ever, we show that viewers struggle to identify scenarios in
which a chart simply does not contain enough information
to validate a statement about the data that it represents.
The results of our study emphasise the importance of us-
ing an understanding of the limits of viewers’ data literacy
to design charts effectively, and we discuss factors that are
crucial to this end.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces User-centered design

1. INTRODUCTION
Although the definition of data literacy remains somewhat
fluid [10, 2], most definitions include an ability to interpret
the outputs from data analysis. For example, Harris [7] de-
fines data literacy as “competence in finding, manipulating,
managing, and interpreting data, including not just numbers
but also text and images”, Beauchamp [1] defines it as “the
ability to interpret, evaluate, and communicate statistical in-
formation”, and Schield [14] as the ability “to access, assess,
manipulate, summarize, and present data”. Many of the out-

puts from data analysis referred to in these definitions take
the form of data visualisations. In fact the importance of
data visualisation is included in a number of discussions on
the characteristics of data literacy [10, 17, 16].

Although data visualisations are ubiquitous in everyday pub-
lications [9], the level of literacy that the general public
brings to different chart types is not always clear. The choice
of an appropriate chart type for a particular dataset can, in
fact, condition subsequent interpretation by viewers. Using
the chart type that most effectively conveys insight is espe-
cially important when viewers have differing levels of data
literacy.

In this work we evaluate the effectiveness of different chart
types for visualising the distribution of a variable to en-
able average, non-expert users to accurately extract basic
insight. To this end, we conduct a user study through Me-
chanical Turk1, where participants validate the veracity of
statements about the distributions of variables shown along-
side different visualisations of these distributions. We mea-
sure performance on a set of 160 different tasks for different
combinations of chart type, statement, and variable distri-
bution for which we collected a total of 8,000 assessments.

We find that, among the five types of chart under study,
histograms are not only the most complete in terms of details
given, but also the chart type that leads viewers to the most
accurate understanding of the underlying data. We also find,
however, that viewers are not good at determining the limits
of what can be understood about data from different chart
types, i.e. they don’t know what they don’t know.

2. RELATED WORK
One of the best known studies on chart perception is by
Cleveland and McGill [3], who define a theory to examine
the elementary perceptual tasks that viewers perform when
looking at charts, as well as the extent to which they lead
viewers to accurate understanding. More recently both Shah
and Hoeffner [15] and Glazer [6] summarise three major fac-
tors that influence viewers’ interpretations of data visualisa-
tions: (i) the visual characteristics of a chart, (ii) a viewer’s
knowledge about charts, and (iii) a viewer’s background and
expectations of the content in the chart. The authors high-
light, however, that no single chart type is necessarily bet-
ter overall than any other, and new tasks might require
careful studies to choose a suitable chart. In general, re-

1Mechanical Turk: http://www.mturk.com/
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Figure 1: Histograms depicting the shapes of the data distributions under study.

searchers have pointed out that creating appropriate charts
so that viewers perceive the intended message is harder than
it might at first seem, and that detailed study of the effec-
tiveness of different chart types for different tasks is required
[5, 15]. Furthermore, the literature does not contain exten-
sive studies of how well viewers can interpret charts showing
the distribution of a variable.

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
In the basic unit in our experimental method a chart is
shown to a participant along with an associated textual
statement about the distribution of the variable represented
in that chart. Participants rate how well they think the
statement corresponds to the data represented in the chart.
This is repeated for different combinations of three differ-
ent factors: (i) the underlying distribution of the variable,
(ii) the type of chart used to show the data, and (iii) the
type of statement made about the data. Overall, we include
four different variables, five distinct chart types, and four
different types of statements.

The four variables used were: (i) ages of customers of an
online movie service, (ii) ages of members of a youth sports
centre, (iii) salaries of a city’s residents, and (iv) scores of
students in an exam. Each variable exhibited a different dis-
tribution (see Figure 1). Five commonly used chart types
were selected for this study: (i) bar charts showing the aver-
age value of the distribution, (ii) bee swarms, (iii) boxplots,

(iv) stacked bar charts, and (v) histograms. Figure 2 shows
an example of each.

The textual statements were of the following four types: (i)
“the data ranges from X to Y ”, (ii) “most data points fall
around X ”, (iii) “most data points fall under/over X ”, and
(iv) “data points are clustered to either side of X ”. For each
chart type and variable combination, two versions of each
statement type were presented to participants: one that was
true and one that was false. For example, for the data shown
in the first histogram in Figure 1 the true statement “The
data ranges from 30 to 42”, and the false statement “The
data ranges from 25 to 45” were used.

The combinations of variables (4), chart types (5), and state-
ments (8) amounted to a total of 160 different tasks. Partic-
ipants in our experiments were shown one task at a time and
had to rate the accuracy of the statement shown on a five
point Likert scale: strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree,
and strongly disagree. Additionally, participants could opt
for an alternative choice impossible to tell from this chart.
Tasks were presented in random order to control for learning
effects. With 50 ratings collected for each of the 160 tasks,
we gathered a total of 8,000 ratings.

We conducted our experiments through Mechanical Turk.
The use of a crowdsourcing platform such as Mechanical
Turk for this study is motivated by Heer and Bostock [8],
who showed that it is an effective and reliable way in which



Statement T F I
Data ranges from X to Y 12 12 16
Points fall around X 9 17 14
Points fall under/over X 11 13 16
Points clustered to either side of X 12 12 18

Chart Type T F I
Bar chart (average) 0 0 32
Bee swarm 14 18 0
Boxplot 9 11 12
Stack chart 5 7 20
Histogram 14 18 0

Variable T F I
Online movie customer ages 12 15 13
Youth sports centre ages 8 13 19
Salaries 16 16 8
Student scores 6 10 24

Table 1: Distribution of correct answers as defined
in the ground truth (T: True, F: False, I: Impossible
to tell).

to perform graphical perception studies. To take part in
the study participants did not need to have any prior ex-
pertise in data analytics as we were interested in measuring
the ability of average, non-expert viewers to interpret differ-
ent chart types. We did, however, restrict participation to
US-based participants to control for English language capa-
bility, and to participants with at least a 95% HIT accep-
tance rate, which is Mechanical Turk’s internal measure of
how well participants perform tasks on the platform. A high
HIT acceptance rate guarantees that participants have been
deemed reliable in other experiments and filters bots.

The ground truth for each task was manually annotated by
the experiment designers, with the following distribution of
responses: 42 cases were true, 54 were false, and 64 were
impossible to tell. Table 1 shows the distribution of the
ground truth responses, broken down by variable, chart type
and statement type. The most important differences in these
distributions relates to the chart types. All of the tasks
showing a simple average bar chart fall into the “impossible
to tell” category as the average bar chart does not provide
enough evidence to assess the associated statements. With
bee swarm charts and histograms it is possible, in all cases,
to assess each statement. With boxplots and stacked bar
charts it is possible to assess only some statements.

4. RESULTS
We examine the data collected in these experiments in three
ways: (1) inter-rater agreement to assess the level of
agreement in the responses given by different participants;
(2) accuracy to assess how well participant responses match
the ground truth and (3) a confusion matrix to under-
stand the types of errors made by participants.

Inter-rater Agreement. We measure inter-rater agree-
ment using Krippendorff’s alpha coefficient [11]. Overall,
the 8,000 ratings show a fair level of inter-rater agreement
of 0.392. Table 2 shows inter-rater agreement values for each

2We report the strength of agreement using the benchmarks

Statements
Data ranges from X to Y 0.416 (moderate)
Points fall around X 0.304 (fair)
Points fall under/over X 0.440 (moderate)
Points clustered to either side of X 0.360 (fair)

Charts
Bar chart (average) 0.232 (fair)
Bee swarm 0.495 (moderate)
Boxplot 0.313 (fair)
Stack chart 0.211 (fair)
Histogram 0.479 (moderate)

Variables
Online movie customer ages 0.442 (moderate)
Youth sports centre ages 0.413 (moderate)
Salaries 0.391 (fair)
Student scores 0.288 (fair)

Overall Inter-rater agreement 0.390 (fair)

Table 2: Inter-rater agreement values by item, and
overall.

chart, statement, and variable. We see two major differences
here. Firstly, with regard to statement type, participants
tend to agree when assessing the ranges of variables and
whether variable values are above or below a given thresh-
old; and tend to disagree when asked about values being
clustered around a certain value. Secondly, with regard to
chart type, participants showed a larger degree of agreement
for bee swarms and histograms; and a much lower degree of
agreement for the other three chart types. This is likely due
to the high number of answers that are impossible to tell.

Accuracy. To compute the accuracy values, we rely on ma-
jority voting, i.e., the rating that has been chosen by most
participants. This allows us to choose a single rating from
the 50 provided for each task. For the purposes of computing
accuracy, we collapse ratings of agree and strongly agree to
true, and ratings of disagree and strongly disagree to false3.
The final accuracy values reported here refer to the number
of cases in which the majority vote of participants coincides
with the ground truth. An overall accuracy value, and val-
ues broken down by variable, chart type and statement, are
shown in Table 3.

On statements of type“data ranges from X to Y ”and“points
fall under/over X ” participants were substantially more ac-
curate (90% and 75%, respectively) than for the other two
types of statements (55% and 52.5%). More specifically we
found that participants struggled with bar and stack charts
when assessing “points fall around X ” statements, and with
stack charts when assessing “points clustered to either side
of X ” statements.

Regarding chart type, the most accurate answers were those
for bee swarms and histograms (both above 90%). This is
slightly surprising as these are relatively complex chart types
for non-expert viewers. Even though both bee swarm charts
and histograms potentially allow viewers to determine the

suggested by Landis and Koch [12] for interpreting kappa.
3In fact, participants seemed reluctant to choose strong
judgements, choosing agree and disagree much more than
strongly agree and strongly disagree.
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Figure 2: Examples of each chart type used for the user study.

veracity of all of the statements, and provide similar infor-
mation, viewers seem to find it slightly easier to comprehend
values from a histogram.

Finally, participants struggled slightly to answer questions
about the student scores data. This data has a bimodal dis-
tribution which could be more difficult for viewers to parse.

Confusion Matrix. Table 4 shows a confusion matrix for
all tasks (note that Imp. refers to responses of impossi-
ble to tell, that Neutral did not occur in the ground truth,
and that cells marking correct responses are highlighted in
bold). The precision for each category is also included.
Most notably here, we observe that when the correct re-
sponse was impossible to tell, participants mostly deemed
statements false (45.9% of the time), or even true (24.9% of
the time), and only identified 23.8% of the cases correctly.
When the correct response was either true or false, partic-
ipants again rarely chose impossible to tell as the answer.

Statements
Data ranges from X to Y 0.900
Points fall around X 0.550
Points fall under/over X 0.750
Points clustered to either side of X 0.525

Charts
Bar chart (average) 0.531
Bee swarm 0.906
Boxplot 0.563
Stack chart 0.438
Histogram 0.969

Variables
Online movie customer ages 0.700
Youth sports centre ages 0.700
Salaries 0.750
Student scores 0.575

Overall accuracy 0.681

Table 3: Accuracy values by item, and overall.



Responses
Imp. False Neutral True

Ground
Truth

Imp. 23.8 45.9 5.4 24.9
False 6.9 72.1 6.4 14.6
True 4.7 14.0 5.5 75.8

Precision 67.2 54.6 - 65.7

Table 4: Confusion matrix for all the tasks combined
(in %).

Taken altogether we believe that these results indicate that,
although participants do well when assessing true cases (ac-
curacy 75.8%) and false cases (72.1%), they have trouble
when facing charts that do not enable them to determine
the veracity of a statement and do not recognise this short-
coming. We were surprised that participants did not use the
neutral choice in these cases (the neutral response was only
used in 6% of cases).

5. DISCUSSION
In this work, we have studied the effectiveness of differ-
ent chart types in conveying information on the distribu-
tions of variables. We have seen that histograms allow the
most accurate interpretations—viewers achieved 97% accu-
racy from histograms, compared to 91% with bee swarms,
and lower than 60% for the other charts—and are an appro-
priate choice of chart type when visualising the distribution
of a variable for an average, non-expert audience. This re-
inforces previous findings from Meyer et al. [13] and Zacks
and Tversky [18] concluding that bar charts are a suitable
visualisation medium to support reading exact values, iden-
tification of maxima, and describing contrasts in data.

More interestingly, this study highlighted a shortcoming in
the ability of average, non-expert viewers to recognise the
limitations of different chart types—viewers don’t know what
they don’t know. This is a significant issue as it means that
there is a strong possibility that viewers are likely to make
incorrect inferences from charts, or that they can be very
easily misled using charts. This finding reinforces the need
to carefully design charts for different tasks [15, 6] and high-
lights a shortcoming in the data literacy of non-experts.

Another interesting point arising from the apparent effec-
tiveness of histograms compared to bee swarms is that it
reinforces the finding by Fischer et al. [4] that viewers find
it easier to interpret vertical bars (present in histograms)
than horizontal bars (present in bee swarms). We also be-
lieve that there might be a difference between centring the
data points in a bee swarm around a virtual vertical axis in
the middle of the chart, and placing the data points upwards
starting from the X axis in a histogram. The gap between
two bars lying on the same axis can be easily quantified vi-
sually, while the gap between two bars centred on an axis is
halved on both sides of the bar making it more difficult to
quantify. The alignment of the bars with respect to the axis
might affect perception—this warrants further study.

The main focus of our future work, however, is to extend
the work presented here to examine how effectively different
chart types allow viewers to quantify the differences between
pairs of distributions. This is part of a broader effort to

understand the limits of the general public’s data literacy
with respect to data visualisations.
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